The $64 Million Question - The Answer.
'Someone please tell me what the HELL's wrong with
all the people that run this country?'

OK Patriots, You and everyone else keep asking this.
The answer is simple and very obvious;

- Our 'Leaders' Do Not Think Like Us In the book, 'How Lawyers Lose Their Way' the
authors, both law professors, delineate 'the way
lawyers are taught to think and reason. They show
how legal education and practice have been
rendered arid and dull by formalism, a way of
thinking that values precedent and doctrine above
all,
exalting
consistency over ambiguity,
rationality over emotion, and rules over social
context and narrative.'
Scandal, disgrace, morals, patriotism, faith, religion, fairness,
compassion, equality, life and death are only matters to be
adjudicated and produce billable hours and self serving laws.
And so everyone keeps reading and watching the latest political
decisions and policies and just about EVERYONE shakes their head
in disbelief. 24/7 on every network, in every newspaper and in most
Blogs, they keep trying to explain the upside down and totally
illogical decisions of our ‘leaders’ who are supposed to represent
OUR thinking and OUR wishes.
Well here at GLOOG the answer is an obvious one but one that
most refuse to recognize and therein lies the real problem;

America is no longer a Republic.
America is now an Oligarchy
- Ruled 100% by Privileged Class: LAWYERS! - 23 -

Truth, emotion and common sense are foreign to these
narcissistic Lawyer/Leaders.
- See Complete Leadership Qualities on Page 213 -

In her book 'The New American Revolution' Tammy Bruce
recognizes this 800 pound Elephant in The Room:
Politics is a game of seeking power. A certain type of person is
attracted to that game. The political scene is mainly
populated by the elites, those who had access to money
and power that facilitated their political ascent.
It also doesn't help that the majority of US Senators are
lawyers. That alone explains the eventual disconnect
between politicians and their constituencies, the lack
of principles and moral relativism among many of our
office holders.
It is the nihilism and moral relativism drilled into the
students at law school that ultimately provide this
nation with politicians who have apparent difficulty
discerning right from wrong, or even caring to make
the assessment at all.
Put people pursuing power in an environment where right
and wrong are nothing more than bothersome side
issues and you get the march toward totalitarianism,
regardless of the nation, the democratic system, or the
goodness of the people."

---------------------------------------Anyone who may be skeptical of the
impending doom being perpetrated by
the lawyer class in America need only
to read 'Lawyers Destroying America'
by Sammy Sorrell.
This prophetic book was published in
1997 and is the Bible for all who
recognize the cancer that is destroying
America.
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Sammy Sorrell does a complete and masterful job of exposing in
great detail how this cancer has managed to consume the American
government and American culture. He leaves no stone unturned in
answering how and why America is no longer The Land of The Free
but has become The Land of Lawyers who control every aspect of
our lives.
Their dominance of the Judiciary did not satisfy them. With the
help of an apathetic and gullible electorate, lawyers have managed
to take over the legislature and the Executive branches of local,
state and the Federal government.
As Mr. Sorrell says, this 'Parasitical Culture of Lawyers are
Destroying America.' The cancer that has spread throughout
America for decades will soon become fatal unless the tumor is
finally exposed and removed.
This book exposes this tumor better than any before or since.
GLOOG is the surgical tool to remove it.
Check out this 4 page shocker...

The GLOOG Flyer
A Wake Up Call for American Voters
Only in these 4 simple, yet powerful pages will one find
the answer so many have been asking for so long;

What happened to America?
- See The GLOOG FLYER & Download Link on Page 281 - 25 -

